
September’s FOMC meeting would see 
a 50bps hike, but not anymore. The 
S&P 500 declined from Tuesday’s high 
of 4327.50, breaking upside momentum 
confirming the completion of a five 
wave advance from July’s low. Tonight’s 
declines are part of a counter-trend 
downswing prior to one more but final 
advance afterwards, then ending the 
entirety of June’s counter-trend upswing. 
We have a pretty good idea June’s rally is 
a counter-trend sequence even though the 
pattern is not so obviously a double zig 
zag because of the comparative, upward 
pattern development in European indices 

Summary

STOCK INDICES – Stock index 
sentiment soured over the last couple 
of days following Wednesday’s Federal 
Reserve’s ‘minutes’ release but more 
so because of follow-up comments 
from several Fed members. St. Louis 
Fed President James Bullard said that 
given the strength of the economy he is 
currently leaning toward supporting a 
third consecutive 75-basis-point interest 
rate hike in September which was echoed 
by San Francisco Fed President Mary 
Daly and Kansas City Federal Reserve 
President Esther George. Up until that 
point, the markets had begun to think 
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ANNOUNCEMENT: 
Next Week’s Schedule Changes to Tuesday 23rd and Thursday 25th August 2022

Please note that next week’s publication schedule changes slightly. The EW-Compass 
report will be published 1 day earlier – Wednesday’s report will be sent out Tuesday 
23rd August shortly after the U.S. markets close and Friday’s report will be published 
on Thursday 25th August. 

2 Week Recess – 26th August– 13th September 2022

We intend taking our annual 2-week recess from 26th August – 13th September – it’s a 
much-needed break enabling us to give the entire Elliott Wave analysis team some time 
off, rest a bit before moving into a busy last quarter period.

So please be aware that we shan’t be updating the EW-Compass during this time – 
we’re extending your subscription period by 2-weeks (if your subscription is valid 
during this time or the amount of days it overlaps will be added). 

In the meantime, if you have any urgent questions, market-related or otherwise, please 
send us your comments to services@wavetrack.com – we’ll be answering them just as 
soon as possible. 



from their March lows. These clearly show 
horizontal 3-3-5 f lat patterns in operation 
for the Eurostoxx 50 and Xetra Dax but 
a single a-b-c, 5-3-5 zig zag for London’s 
FTSE-100. The final advancing sequence 
of these flat and zig zag patterns are well 
underway from July’s lows – as five wave 
impulses, Tuesday’s highs ended 3rd waves 
with 4th wave corrections now underway, 
in downward sync with the S&P 500’s 
correction. Once completed over the next 
couple of weeks, a final advance begins 
an across-the-board sequence into what is 
expected to be a September high.    

CURRENCIES – Several Fed 
representatives offered their latest views on 
central bank policy following Wednesday’s 
FOMC ‘minutes’ release - St. Louis Fed 
President James Bullard said that given 
the strength of the economy he is currently 
leaning toward supporting a third 
consecutive 75-basis-point interest rate 
hike in September which was echoed by 
San Francisco Fed President Mary Daly 
and Kansas City Federal Reserve President 
Esther George. That sent the US$ dollar 
index sharply higher extending last week’s 
advance from 104.64 to tonight’s high of 

108.21+/-. Despite the upward momentum, 
this latest advance is the third and final 
sequence of a corrective expanding flat 
pattern, correcting the preceding five wave 
decline that unfolded lower from July’s high 
of 109.29. Next week’s trading is expecting 
a reversal-downswing begin, weakening 
the dollar as it begins an accelerative 
3rd wave decline. What sends the dollar 
lower is unknown unless Federal Reserve 
spokespersons suddenly turn more dovish. 
The Euro/US$ traded down to 1.0032 
tonight completing an inverse expanding 
flat corrective downswing like the dollar 
index – don’t be surprised if it turns higher 
Monday during the session. Stlg/US$ was 
really weak, trading down as a double zig 
zag correction from 1.2294 to tonight’s low 
of 1.1792 in close proximity to July’s low 
of 1.1760. We’re not expecting a break to 
a lower-low although should it do so, next 
support ending its downtrend is around 
1.1710+/-. US$/Yen is a good proxy in 
assessing the dollar’s direction – it declined 
from July’s high of 139.39 into a five wave 
impulse pattern ending earlier this month 
at 130.40 then rallied higher into a single/
double zig zag to tonight’s high of 137.23 
– it’s ready to resume its downtrend 

now. US$/CAD’s short-term pattern has 
unfolded into a corrective expanding flat 
upswing from July’s low into tonight’s 
high of 1.3010 – this is preparing for its 
next accelerative 3rd wave decline – and 
AUD/US$ is also finishing a corrective 
expanding flat downswing from 0.6984 
basis tonight’s low of 0.6858 and is set to 
reverse higher this coming week.  
             
INTEREST RATES – Following 
Wednesday’s publication of the 
Federal Reserve’s ‘minutes’, several 
Fed representatives offered their latest 
views on central bank policy. St. Louis 
Fed President James Bullard said that 
given the strength of the economy he is 
currently leaning toward supporting a 
third consecutive 75-basis-point interest 
rate hike in September so as to drive down 
inflation more quickly. This comment 
seemed to quash any hope of a slowing 
down in the Fed’s current pace of rate 
increases which sent the US10yr yield 
higher. This coming week, on Thursday 
will see the European Central Bank 
(ECB) publish its ‘minutes’ from July’s 
interest rate setting meeting where rates 
were hiked by 50bps. The jungle drums 

have been beating a low rhythm so far 
this month as policy-makers are enjoying 
the holiday season whilst other central 
bankers are heading towards Jackson Hole 
on Aug. 25th. But next week’s minutes 
may shed more light on whether the ECB 
will hike rates again following yesterday’s 
Eurozone HICP inflation numbers which 
came through with a headline rate of 8.9% 
per cent, up from 8.6% the previous month 
with an annualised core reading of 4.0% 
per cent, up from 3.7%. Italy has elections 
next month which will become a focal 
point in a few weeks but in the meantime, 
short-term upside targets in the ITY10yr 
yield are fast being approached towards 
3.727+/- (today at 3.533%).

COMMODITIES – Precious metals 
ended 2-year counter-trend corrections 
into July’s lows and have subsequently 
confirmed new multi-year uptrends 
have begun by advancing into five wave 
impulse patterns, ending the previous 
week with gold at 1808.16, silver at 20.89 
and platinum at 981.50. All three have 
since pulled lower into corrective 2nd wave 
retracements. Gold’s correction is testing 
the fib. 50% area at 1743.50+/- whilst 
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silver deeper, towards its fib. 61.8% ret. 
level of 19.14+/- whilst platinum has 
tested in-between levels tonight to a low 
of 878.30, None are expected to break 
below the existing July lows because 
of those preceding five wave advances 
into the previous week’s highs which 
means today’s sell-off basis the stronger 
US$ dollar will most likely fade come 
Monday’s trading, prior to staging a 
reversal-advance signalling the next 3rd 
wave uptrend has begun. The US$ dollar 
will be key, although analysis shows the 
dollar index is inversely approaching 
the completion of a corrective rally 
which is at its limit basis tonight’s close 
– watch for a dollar decline sometime 
into Monday’s session. Crude oil’s 
recent decline from its late-July counter-
trend rally high of 101.88 has surprised 
because it’s unfolded into a zig zag to 
87.00, then rallied modestly higher before 
declining again this week to a lower-
low of 85.75 before rallying again. Each 
rally is smaller than its predecessor and 
with declining lower-lows, this action 
is consistent with a five wave ending-
type diagonal pattern. It can only be a 
5th wave, tucked inside the larger five 

wave development from June’s secondary 
high of 123.68. Now that gets interesting 
because it would suggest a five wave 
completion towards 82.30+/- later this 
month, but then a significant counter-
trend rally afterwards. How that fits into 
the risk-on asset bundle including stocks 
has yet to be revealed.    

***
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FIG 1   S&P 500 E-MINI – DAILY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – [setting the scene] –  This daily (futures) chart 
of the S&P 500 shows the initial progress of intermediate wave (5)’s 
advance within the secular-bull market uptrend. It begins from the 
pandemic low of 2174.00 as minor wave i. one, unfolding into an a-b-c 
zig zag pattern. This zig zag confirms wave (5) will ultimately unfold 
into a five wave diagonal-impulse pattern rather than a more typical 
expanding-impulse because zig zags are the component impulse 
waves of ending-type diagonals. Specifically, extending minute wave 
a’s initial five wave advance from 2174.00 into the Sep.’20 high of 3587.00 
by a fib. 61.8% ratio projects the terminal high for the next five wave 
advance of minute wave c towards 4887.97+/-. The actual high was in 
January, at 4808.25 – close enough to verify the zig zag’s completion. 
There’s also another fib-price-ratio forming a convergence-matrix 
within the five wave impulse of minute wave c – subdividing [i]-[ii]-
[iii]-[iv]-[v], a fib. 61.8% extension ratio of waves [i]-(iv) project a high 
for wave [v] to 4795.00+/-. These two convergent ratios go a long way 
in confirming the completion of the zig zag pattern of minor wave i. 
one. LOOKING AHEAD, wave ii. two’s correction had originally a 
‘default’ downside objective towards the fib. 76.4% retracement area 
of 2622.00+/-. This deep 2nd wave correction is consistent within the 
larger ending/contracting-diagonal pattern of intermediate wave 
(5). Wave ii. two was also originally drawn unfolding into a ‘default’ 
zig zag – but recent action, ending an initial a-b-c zig zag decline to 
3639.00 (futures) suggests wave ii. two will ultimately develop into a 
double zig zag pattern a-b-c-x-a-b-c whilst ending towards the fib. 
61.8% ret. area instead, around 2944.00+/-. Extending the first zig 
zag by a fib. 100% ratio is confirming this downside target sometime 
towards year-end, max. 2875.00+/- into Q1 ‘23. A deep, ongoing 2nd 
wave correction as minor wave ii. two is consistent for the Dow Jones, 
Russell 2000, Nasdaq 100 and many other indices across varying 
sectors.

S&P 500 E-Mini – DAILY - COUNT #1
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FIG 2   S&P 500 E-MINI – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Following Wednesday’s publication of 
the Federal Reserve’s ‘minutes’, several Fed representatives 
offered their latest views on central bank policy. St. 
Louis Fed President James Bullard was one – he said that 
given the strength of the economy, he’s leaning towards 
supporting a third consecutive 75-basis-point interest 
rate hike in September – that possibility was never out 
of the picture but given the overnight gains in the dollar 
and the S&P’s pull away from Tuesday’s high of 4327.50 
today, maybe more traders had begun to think in terms of 
only 50bps. Regardless, it’s perfect timing for a corrective 
pullback – this current decline is labelled wave [b] within 
the secondary [a]-[b]-[c] zig zag of June’s double pattern 
unfolding higher as minute wave x – downside targets 
are provisionally towards the fib. 38.2% retracement area 
of wave [a]’s advance from 3723.75 at 4086.00+/- which is 
support at ‘fourth wave preceding degree’. Once completed, 
a final advance begins wave [c] where targets remain 
towards 4510.00+/-. 
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FIG 3   DOW JONES 30 – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Following Wednesday’s publication of 
the Federal Reserve’s ‘minutes’, several Fed representatives 
offered their latest views on central bank policy. St. 
Louis Fed President James Bullard was one – he said that 
given the strength of the economy, he’s leaning towards 
supporting a third consecutive 75-basis-point interest 
rate hike in September – that possibility was never out 
of the picture but given the overnight gains in the dollar 
and the Dow’s pull away from Tuesday’s high of 34246 
today, maybe more traders had begun to think in terms of 
only 50bps. Regardless, it’s perfect timing for a corrective 
pullback – this current decline is labelled wave [b] within 
the secondary [a]-[b]-[c] zig zag of June’s double pattern 
unfolding higher as minute wave x – downside targets are 
provisionally towards the fib. 38.2% retracement area of 
wave [a]’s advance from 30109 at 32602+/- which is support 
at ‘fourth wave preceding degree’. Once completed, a final 
advance begins wave [c] where targets remain towards 
34854+/-. 
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FIG 4   RUSSELL 2000 – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Russell completed a five wave 
impulse upswing from July’s secondary low of 1682.30 into 
last Tuesday’s high of 2033.00. This ended minuette wave 
[a] within the secondary [a]-[b]-[c] zig zag of June’s double 
pattern unfolding higher as minute wave b. Wednesday’s 
FOMC ‘minutes’ release kept traders guessing whether 
September’s next rate hike would be only 50bps or 
maintaining the current incremental pace of 75bps – there 
was certainly a build-up of expectation it would only 
be 50bps but that now seems to be quashed. Several Fed 
representatives offered their latest views on central bank 
policy, including St. Louis Fed President James Bullard, 
San Francisco Fed President Mary Daly and Kansas City 
Federal Reserve President Esther George, all hinting the 
current pace of rate hikes will continue unless visible signs 
of easing inflation appear. That’s pulling the Russell down 
today, accelerating as wave [b] begins a correction lower – 
the fib. 38.2% retracement area is at 1891.00+/- which also 
offers support at ‘fourth wave preceding degree’ – it could 
do more though. Once completed, a final advance begins 
wave [c] where targets remain towards 2126.00+/-. 
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FIG 5   NASDAq 100 – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – The Nasdaq 100 completed a five wave 
impulse upswing from July’s secondary low of 11479.25 into 
last Tuesday’s high of 13740.75. This ended minuette wave 
[a] within the secondary [a]-[b]-[c] zig zag of June’s double 
pattern unfolding higher as minute wave x. Wednesday’s 
FOMC ‘minutes’ release kept traders guessing whether 
September’s next rate hike would be only 50bps or 
maintaining the current incremental pace of 75bps – there 
was certainly a build-up of expectation it would only be 
50bps but that now seems to be quashed. Several Fed 
representatives offered their latest views on central bank 
policy, including St. Louis Fed President James Bullard, 
San Francisco Fed President Mary Daly and Kansas City 
Federal Reserve President Esther George, all hinting the 
current pace of rate hikes will continue unless visible signs 
of easing inflation appear. That’s pulling the Nasdaq down 
today, accelerating as wave [b] begins a correction lower 
– the fib. 38.2% retracement area is at 12829+/- which also 
offers support just below ‘fourth wave preceding degree’ – 
it could do more though. Once completed, a final advance 
begins wave [c] where targets remain towards 14472.00+/-. 

NASDAQ 100 – 960 MINS. - COUNT #1 
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FIG 6  EUROSTOXX 50 – 540 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Thursday’s Eurozone HICP inflation 
data came through month-on-month at 0.1% per cent after 
huge gain last month of 0.8% per cent but the year-over-
year figure jumped higher by three-tenths of a point to 
8.9% per cent, although this was largely expected. It’s still a 
big number when you consider Eurozone interest rates are 
still zero. Today’s monthly German Producer Price Index 
(PPI) index surged by 5.3% per cent when consensus was 
only 0.5% per cent – and the year-over-year figure was a 
massive 37.2% per cent! The European Central Bank (ECB) 
will look at those figures and will wonder what else to do 
other than begin an aggressive rate-hiking schedule – or 
will they? The Eurostoxx 50 didn’t like the idea of rate hikes 
picking up steam with the index pulling further away from 
Wednesday’s high of 3822.00. This current downswing was 
expected though, beginning a correction for minor wave 
iv. four within the five wave advancing impulse pattern 
of intermediate wave (C) from July’s low. A fib. 38.2% 
retracement would see levels towards 3640.00+/- being 
tested – this seems enough in relative proportion to then 
finalising minor wave v. five’s advance back towards the 
March high of 3944.00+/- which is the necessary target to 
complete this horizontal flat pattern of primary wave Ⓧ 
from March’s low. 
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FIG 7   XETRA DAX 30  – 540 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Thursday’s Eurozone HICP inflation 
data came through month-on-month at 0.1% per cent after 
huge gain last month of 0.8% per cent but the year-over-
year figure jumped higher by three-tenths of a point to 
8.9% per cent, although this was largely expected. It’s still a 
big number when you consider Eurozone interest rates are 
still zero. Today’s monthly German Producer Price Index 
(PPI) index surged by 5.3% per cent when consensus was 
only 0.5% per cent – and the year-over-year figure was a 
massive 37.2% per cent! The European Central Bank (ECB) 
will look at those figures and will wonder what else to do 
other than begin an aggressive rate-hiking schedule – or 
will they? The Xetra Dax didn’t like the idea of rate hikes 
picking up steam with the index pulling further away 
from Tuesday’s high of 13970.00. This current downswing 
was expected though, beginning a correction for minuette 
wave [iv] within the five wave advancing impulse pattern 
of minute wave c from July’s low. A fib. 38.2% retracement 
would see levels towards 13356.00+/- being tested – this 
seems enough in relative proportion to then finalising 
minuette wave [v]’s advance towards targets of 14292.00+/-
. It’s unlikely the Dax will attempt the March high of 
14945.00 for the completion of a horizontal flat pattern 
from March’s low as wave x. because it’s underperformed 
relative to those highs since beginning the five wave 
advance in July. More likely, this will end a running flat 
before signalling the next stage of declines to lower lows. 
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FIG 8   HANG SENG - DAILY -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – China will step up macro-economic 
policy support for the economy, state media quoted 
Premier Li Keqiang earlier this week after data showed 
growth unexpectedly slowed last month again. China's 
economy continued to recover in July, but there were ‘small 
fluctuations’ Li during a meeting with senior officials from six 
major provinces - Guangdong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong, 
Henan and Sichuan - he added ‘a sense of urgency must be 
strengthened to consolidate the foundation for economic 
recovery’. In Hong Kong, stocks were drifting lower 
following China’s growth downgrade by Goldman Sachs 
and Nomura – Alibaba and Baidu, two components of the 
U.S. Fang+ index pulled slightly lower. The Hang Seng is at 
risk of breaking below the early-August low of 19427 which 
is currently labelled ending a three wave zig zag from June’s 
high of 22423 as wave [ii] – a break below would change three 
waves into five, although confirming a downside attempt 
towards 19000-18675+/- as ending wave [c] of an expanding 
flat pattern for minute wave 2. We don’t expect a break below 
March’s low of 18134. 
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FIG 9   INDIA CNX NIFTY 50 – DAILY -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Indian shares were on track for their fifth 
consecutive weekly gain in volatile trade even as analysts 
pointed towards profit booking at higher valuations while 
gains across tech stocks offset losses from banks. The Nifty 
IT index jumped 1.5% to its highest in over two months 
whilst the broader index pulled away from the day’s high 
of 18026.50 as U.S./European indices traded down on 
the back of rising expectations the Federal Reserve will 
hike rates by 75bps basis points, not 50bps as previously 
thought when they next meet in September. Today’s high at 
18026.50 represents the completion of a five wave impulse 
pattern from June’s low of 15192.50 labelled minuette wave 
[a] – this is the first stage of an ongoing [a]-[b]-[c] zig zag 
which is expected to push the Nifty 50 to a new high for 
the year sometime in September. SHORTER-TERM, wave [b] 
is set to correct lower – a fib. 38.2% retracement of wave [a] 
would test 16886.00+/- and fib. 50% to 16548.00+/- although 
it could do more. 
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FIG 10   NIKKEI 225 – DAILY -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Japan's Cconsumer Price Index (CPI) 
inflation accelerated in July to its fastest in seven-and-
a-half years, driven by fuel and raw material prices and 
adding to the costs of living across its economy. Up until 
now, inflation was rising modestly but today’s figures 
show upside acceleration now. In a sign of broadening 
price pressure, the core index that strips away not just the 
impact of volatile fresh food but energy prices, also rose 
in July at the fastest annual pace in more than six years. 
The monthly headline figure was 0.4% per cent although 
largely expected whilst year-over-year was 2.6% per cent 
– the annualised core was 2.4% per cent whilst stripping 
out food and energy, the index was only 1.2% per cent. The 
Nikkei completed a 3rd wave high, labelled minuette wave 
[iii] last Wednesday within the existing five wave impulse 
advance of minute wave c that began from June’s low of 
25525 {see inset}. A fib. 38.2% correction for wave [iv] is at 
27877+/- which is possible although its equally likely a 
deeper test to the fib. 50% ret. area of 27472+/- will unfold 
allowing a final test later as wave [v] towards targets of 
29475+/-. This would then complete the entire a-b-c zig zag 
upswing from March’s low of 24510 opening the way for 
dramatic declines afterwards.  

NIKKEI 225 – DAILY -  COUNT #1
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FIG 11   ASX 200  – DAILY - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – Wednesday’s wage report showed 
increases rising at their fastest pace in almost eight years 
but still less than half the headline inflation rate, a record 
gap likely to fuel calls at next month’s jobs summit for more 
steps to halt the decline in real household incomes. The 
wage price index rose 0.7% in the June quarter and 2.6% 
annually – CPI inflation is currently at 6.8% per cent – by 
comparison, U.K. inflation is at 10.1% per cent. The ASX-200 
has just completed a five wave impulse advance from July’s 
low of 6427.00 into today’s high of 7052.00 – labelled minor 
wave a., this is part of the secondary a-b-c zig zag of the 
double pattern that began wave (2)’s correction last June. 
Minor wave b.’s correction should pull the index lower over 
the next couple of weeks towards the fib. 38.2% ret. area 
of 6805.00+/-. This is also a retracement back to support of 
‘fourth wave preceding degree’, a hotspot that commonly 
ends corrections. The fib. 50% area is possible at 6730.00+/-. 
Once completed, minor wave c. then begins a final advance 
for wave (2) towards min. 7269.00+/- to 7295.00+/-. NOTE 
the pattern synchronicity with European indices, i.e. one 
more decline before one final advance. 
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FIG 12   US$-INDEX – DAILY - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – Following Wednesday’s publication of 
the Federal Reserve’s ‘minutes’, several Fed representatives 
offered their latest views on central bank policy. St. Louis 
Fed President James Bullard said that given the strength 
of the economy he is currently leaning toward supporting 
a third consecutive 75-basis-point interest rate hike in 
September so as to drive down inflation more quickly. San 
Francisco Fed President Mary Daly said hiking rates by 50 
or 75 basis points next month would be a ‘reasonable’ way 
to get SHORT-TERM borrowing costs to ‘a little bit above’ 
3% by the end of this year, and on their way to a little bit 
higher in 2023. Kansas City Federal Reserve President 
Esther George said ‘to know where that stopping point (rate 
hike cycle) is…we are going to have to be completely convinced 
that (inflation) number is coming down’. Those comments 
seemed to quash any hope of a slowing down in the Fed’s 
current pace of rate increases which sent the US$ dollar 
index higher today, to 108.21. This is perfect territory for 
ending the expanding flat correction of minor wave ii. two 
which began lifting the dollar higher from last month’s low 
of minor wave i. one. The dollar is expected to resume lower 
from here, confirming the new downtrend of intermediate/
primary/cycle degrees that began from 109.29. 
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FIG 13   EUR VS. USD – DAILY - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – Following Wednesday’s publication of 
the Federal Reserve’s ‘minutes’, several Fed representatives 
offered their latest views on central bank policy. St. Louis 
Fed President James Bullard said that given the strength 
of the economy he is currently leaning toward supporting 
a third consecutive 75-basis-point interest rate hike in 
September so as to drive down inflation more quickly. San 
Francisco Fed President Mary Daly said hiking rates by 50 
or 75 basis points next month would be a ‘reasonable’ way 
to get SHORT-TERM borrowing costs to ‘a little bit above’ 
3% by the end of this year, and on their way to a little bit 
higher in 2023. Kansas City Federal Reserve President 
Esther George said ‘to know where that stopping point 
(rate hike cycle) is…we are going to have to be completely 
convinced that (inflation) number is coming down’. Those 
comments seemed to quash any hope of a slowing down in 
the Fed’s current pace of rate increases which sent the dollar 
higher, Euro/US$ lower today although perfectly in-line 
with analysis this week. Today’s low at 1.0032+/- is perfect 
territory for ending the expanding flat correction of minor 
wave ii. two which began pulling the Euro/US$ lower from 
last month’s high of minor wave i. one. The Euro/US$ is 
expected to resume higher from here, confirming the new 
uptrend of intermediate/primary/cycle degrees that began 
from 0.9952.
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FIG 14   STLG VS. USD – DAILY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The cost-of-living crisis hitting the U.K. 
with households scrambling to balance inflation running 
at 10.1% per cent with income only rising modestly by 
comparison continues to dominate the headlines this 
week, especially since the Bank of England has warned 
inflation could hit 13.3% by October! Fears of a recession 
is compounded with the fact that the Federal Reserve’s 
members are openly saying the pace of interest rate 
increases should continue at 75bps basis points. That’s 
strengthened the dollar, pulling Stlg/US$ lower over the 
last couple of days in a close revisit of last month’s low of 
1.1760 to tonight’s low of 1.1792. The initial advance from 
1.1760 was originally labelled as a bullish 1-2-1 sequence 
in contrast to the five wave advance in the Euro/US$ but 
today’s trade below 1.1891 and the fact that the decline from 
1.2294 has unfolded into a corrective double zig zag pattern 
persuades in relabelling the 1.2294 high as ending a five 
wave advance for minor wave i. one. Should the downside 
momentum dissipate by Monday morning as we expect, 
then Stlg/US$ will confirm the completion of minor wave 
ii. two. In the event of a break to a lower-low, next major 
support is at 1.1710+/-. 
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FIG 15   USD VS. CAD - DAILY - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – Canada’s July inflation report released 
earlier this week showed a slowing to 7.6% per cent, down 
from a 40-year high in June at 8.1% per cent. It was still 
far above the Bank of Canada's 2% target (same echo as the 
Federal Reserve). The dip was mainly because oil prices 
declined sharply in the month - more importantly, Core-
CPI, which excludes food and energy, is expected to jump 
to 6.7% y/y from 6.2% y/y. Meanwhile, like other G10 
currency pairs, the US$/CAD pushed higher this week as 
the concluding sequence of an expanding flat correction, 
labelled minor wave ii. two {see inset}. This is pretty much 
done into tonight’s high of 1.3035+/-. It could squeeze 
a little higher but not above minor wave i. one’s high of 
1.3225 before turning down again to begin wave iii. three 
declines. Other G10 currencies are weaker but comparison 
although the US$/CAD, as a proxy, suggests any US$ dollar 
strength during the coming week will be short-lived. 
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FIG 16   AUD VS. USD - DAILY - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – Last Wednesday’s wage report showed 
increases rising at their fastest pace in almost eight years 
but still less than half the headline inflation rate, a record 
gap likely to fuel calls at next month’s jobs summit for more 
steps to halt the decline in real household incomes. The 
wage price index rose 0.7% in the June quarter and 2.6% 
annually – CPI inflation is currently at 6.8% per cent – by 
comparison, U.K. inflation is at 10.1% per cent. The RBA’s 
interest rate policy roll upwards and onwards but it hasn’t 
prevented declines in the Australian dollar this week – 
in fact, all G10 currencies have declined against the US$ 
dollar this week as the Fed’s minutes and the follow-up 
comments suggest hikes in September of another 75bps, 
more aggressive than RBA or other CB’s. Despite this 
week’s decline for the AUD/US$, it is now approaching the 
completion of an expanding flat pattern as minute wave 2 
from the 0.6984 high traded last month {see inset}. It could 
edge a little lower, to targets of 0.6829+/- although relative 
to other dollar currency pairs, the AUD/US$ could have 
already bottomed tonight at 0.6858. This expanding flat 
pattern is very visible and its pattern integrity is rated 
high which adds conviction for the next advance as minute 
wave 3. 
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FIG 17   BITCOIN -  DAILY - COUNT #2

EW-ANALYSIS – Bitcoin’s overlapping advance from 
June’s low of 17936.12 has alerted us to relabel this rally 
as a counter-trend of minute wave 4 within the continuing 
impulse downtrend of minor wave c. that began from last 
November’s high. In terms of correlation, last November 
was also the high for major stock indices like the Nasdaq 
100 – that’s no coincidence. With the Nasdaq trading 
lower today, beginning a counter-trend retracement, the 
question now is whether Bitcoin will follow lower, enough 
to break below the secondary/late-July low of 20729.81 in 
confirming wave 5’s decline is already underway (see levels 
in Wednesday’s report) or if it will hold above, prolonging 
wave 4’s rally to 27245.00+/-? There is some negative 
correlation with the US$ dollar which was pushing strongly 
higher this week but is about finishing its rally, heading 
lower again next week. Could that turn Bitcoin higher, 
prolonging wave 4’s upswing? The clearest signal will be 
Monday, whether it now breaks below 20729.81 (bearish) or 
holds above then pushing strongly higher again. The risk 
is a break below 20729.81 will propagate wave 5 down to 
14000.00+/-.
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FIG 18   US 10YR YIELD -  DAILY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Following Wednesday’s publication of 
the Federal Reserve’s ‘minutes’, several Fed representatives 
offered their latest views on central bank policy. St. Louis 
Fed President James Bullard said that given the strength 
of the economy he is currently leaning toward supporting 
a third consecutive 75-basis-point interest rate hike in 
September so as to drive down inflation more quickly. San 
Francisco Fed President Mary Daly said hiking rates by 50 
or 75 basis points next month would be a ‘reasonable’ way 
to get SHORT-TERM borrowing costs to ‘a little bit above’ 3% 
by the end of this year, and on their way to a little bit higher 
in 2023. Kansas City Federal Reserve President Esther 
George said ‘to know where that stopping point (rate hike 
cycle) is…we are going to have to be completely convinced 
that (inflation) number is coming down’. Those comments 
seemed to quash any hope of a slowing down in the Fed’s 
current pace of rate increases which sent the US10yr yield 
higher to 2.994%, just a few basis pints shy of upside targets 
of 3.013+/- {see inset}. This is expected to be the completion 
of a zig zag counter-trend upswing of minor wave b. that 
began from the early-August low of 2.524 – this is part 
of the secondary a-b-c zig zag decline within the double 
pattern in downside progress from June’s high of 3.499. To 
remain valid, wave b.’s high must end below wave a.’s high 
of 3.101 – there’s a little more upside wiggle-room for next 
Monday/Tuesday but then minor wave c. must begin the 
final decline towards targets of 2.280+/-. 
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FIG 19   DE 10YR YIELD -  DAILY - COUNT #1

dE 10yr yiEld -  DAILY - COUNT #1

SpEciAl incluSion SilvEr & Gold 

EW-ANALYSIS – This coming week, on Thursday will see 
the European Central Bank (ECB) publish its ‘minutes’ from 
July’s interest rate setting meeting where rates were hiked 
by 50bps. The jungle drums have been beating a low rhythm 
so far this month as policy-makers are enjoying the holiday 
season whilst other central bankers are heading towards 
Jackson Hole on Aug. 25th. But next week’s minutes may 
shed more light on whether the ECB will hike rates again 
following yesterday’s Eurozone HICP inflation numbers 
which came through with a headline rate of 8.9% per cent, 
up from 8.6% the previous month with an annualised core 
reading of 4.0% per cent, up from 3.7%. Italy has elections 
next month which will become a focal point in a few weeks 
but in the meantime, SHORT-TERM upside targets in the 
ITY10yr yield are fast being approached towards 3.727+/- 
(today at 3.533%). This is being used as a SHORT-TERM 
proxy because the pattern shows a clear expanding flat 
upswing from July’s low of 2.988 ahead of next declines 
towards 2.650+/- in September. This upside attempt to 
3.727+/- correlates to the DE10yr yield trading as minute 
wave b towards 1.650+/-. Today’s high of 1.237 is getting 
there but there’s still another 30bps to go before yields turn 
lower again, continuing the range-trading of the triangle 
pattern of minor wave iv. four. 
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FIG 20   GOLD - DAILY - COUNT #1

GOLD - DAILY - COUNT #1

SpEciAl incluSion SilvEr & Gold 

EW-ANALYSIS – (spot bullion) St. Louis Fed President 
James Bullard said that given the strength of the economy he 
is currently leaning toward supporting a third consecutive 
75-basis-point interest rate hike in September so as to drive 
down inflation more quickly. San Francisco Fed President 
Mary Daly and Kansas City Federal Reserve President Esther 
George echoed the hawkish outlook which sent the US$ 
dollar higher and inversely, gold lower. This was perfectly 
in-line with forecasts, for gold to continue lower as minor 
wave ii. two’s correction towards the fib. 50% retracement 
zone around 1743.50+/- which was closely approached into 
today’s session low of 1745.35. It’s almost always a bearish 
sign if prices finish on a low like this ending the week’s 
sessions so it wouldn’t be surprising if prices edge a little 
lower come Monday morning. But overall, minor wave ii. 
two’s correction is close to completion. We know this is a 
correction within a newly-established uptrend because of 
the preceding five wave upswing that unfolded as minor 
wave i. one between 1681.05 and 1808.16. Furthermore, the 
1808.16 high overlapped the preceding low of 1789.15 that 
was part of March’s impulse decline from 2070.29, ensuring 
July’s completion of primary wave ④ and the beginning of 
a new uptrend for wave ⑤. We’re expecting the dollar to 
turn lower next week, sending gold higher too. 
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FIG 21   SILVER - DAILY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – (spot bullion) St. Louis Fed President 
James Bullard said that given the strength of the economy 
he is currently leaning toward supporting a third 
consecutive 75-basis-point interest rate hike in September 
so as to drive down inflation more quickly. San Francisco 
Fed President Mary Daly and Kansas City Federal Reserve 
President Esther George echoed the hawkish outlook 
which sent the US$ dollar higher and inversely, silver 
lower. This was perfectly in-line with forecasts, for silver 
to continue lower as intermediate wave (2)’s correction 
towards the fib. 50% retracement zone around 19.45+/- 
although today’s sell-off has now approached even lower 
levels, to the fib. 61.8% area of 19.14+/-. It’s almost always 
a bearish sign if prices finish on a low like this ending 
the week’s sessions so it wouldn’t be surprising if prices 
edge a little lower come Monday morning. But overall, 
intermediate wave (2)’s correction is close to completion. 
We know this is a correction within a newly-established 
uptrend because of the preceding five wave upswing that 
unfolded as intermediate wave (1) between 18.12 and 20.89. 
Furthermore, the 20.89 high overlapped the preceding low 
of 20.44 that was part of March’s impulse decline from 
26.95, ensuring July’s completion of cycle wave B and the 
beginning of a new uptrend for wave C. We’re expecting 
the dollar to turn lower next week, sending silver higher 
too. 
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FIG 22  CRUDE OIL – 540 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Nothing new learnt over the last couple 
of days. The pattern complexity in the decline from the late-
July high of 101.88 is making it tricky to identify the correct 
sequence. The initial decline from 101.88 into Aug. 5th low 
of 87.00 unfolded into a three wave zig zag – at first, this 
was thought to be ending wave [b] of an expanding flat, 
allowing wave [c] to push higher, back inside the nearby 
trading range – but after a rally to 95.0, prices swung lower 
again, this time, breaking below 87.00 to 85.75, negating the 
expanding flat before rallying again into today’s high of 
91.70. These narrowing price-swings are more consistent 
with a declining contracting-diagonal pattern, an ending-
type diagonal because of the three wave zig zag subdivision 
from 101.88 to 87.00. As an ending-diagonal, it would be 
labelled as a 5th wave within a five wave impulse decline 
from 123.68. To complete the diagonal, its current 3rd wave 
would now decline from 91.70 towards 83.50+/- before 
continuing with a 4th wave rally and a concluding 5th wave 
decline towards 82.30+/-. CAUTION is advised though – 
any sudden downside acceleration breaking below 82.30+’/- 
would otherwise confirm intermediate wave (3)’s decline 
from 123.68 is extending lower towards 70.00+/-. 
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